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Halyna Pogrebniak
Freedom as mental and ethical dominant of
Milos Forman`s author cinematography
The article defines the essence of authorship in cinematography, reveals
features of the author's directing through the prism of moral and ethical categories
and concepts, explores the specificity of Milos Forman's work in the interpretation of
the concept of freedom as a universal value, which succeeded in relying on literary
and musical works, to realize its potential in cinema on television.
Freedom is emphasized in the article as one of the dominant features of the
author's cinematography and focuses on the interpretation of this concept in the work
of Milos Forman – a native and a bright representative of the Czech model of
authorial cinema known as the Czech New Wave.
The first feature film by Milos Forman, «Black Peter», created in 1964,
became the emblem of the Czech New Wave, in which the works of the heroes
always appear as a reflection of subjective-objective conditions and circumstances in
which strange characters act, which skilfully conceal the veiled desire for freedom.
It should be noted that in the works of Foreman's "Czech" period, as in his later
works, the feelings and aspirations of the heroes for freedom have different
manifestations, and their relations with the morals of society are ambiguous
and often tense.
Milos Forman has always felt the urgent need to study and reflect on the
various aspects of a person's desire for freedom as a conscious need. The director
wanted to enter a new creative frontier, to prove his own ability to realize himself as
an author in the production conditions of the United States. The Master
enthusiastically accepts Michael Douglas' proposal to film Ken Kesey's best-selling
book "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest", whose hero was a prisoner in a
psychiatric clinic.
The director showed the unique accuracy of directing, reproduced the process
of peculiar observation of the action, gestures and behavior of the characters, sounds,
words and intonations in their arbitrary, however, the filmmaker conceived variant,
and checked the validity of the idea that only the awareness of freedom as a voluntary
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self-will relationships with other individuals should be defined as the moral
significance of their choices.
In his films, the artist actively engages in open dialogue with a wide range of
viewers, illuminates the essential features of moral and ethical categories and
concepts through the penetration of the characters, their complex connections with
the world. Milos Forman develops cinematic action both in-depth and in time. In the
musical "Hair", which became a kind of anti-war youth manifesto, the director pays
tribute to the hippie movement of freedom, consciously emphasizes the clash of two
opposite principles – Good and Evil.
The moral and ethical dominance of Forman's creativity is the theme of
protecting human dignity, the problems of tolerance of society, which will be
especially revealed in the movie Ragtime, an interpretation of Edgar Lawrence
Doctorow's novel.
The director refers to Peter Schaffner's play "Amadeus" and, despite the
complete fiction of the history of the relationship of Mozart and Salieri, in a kind of
baroque interpretation presents to the modern viewer the author's view on the
freedom of creativity deserves phenomenal success.
Choderlos de Laclos’ novel "Dangerous Liaisons" became the literary pioneer
for next masterpiece “Valmont”. In the film, the master demonstrates a high culture
of imaginative decision and argues with the author of the novel. The director seeks to
discover and expose the essence of cynicism in order to convince his viewers,
through his own subjective view of the author's self, that love cannot justify overt
violence and loses its purpose when it becomes a habit and stranger.
The film «The people vs. Larry Flint» also contributes to the development of
moral and ethical issues, in which Foreman faithfully and sincerely reproduced in a
series of dramatic events and human passions a whole layer of modern
moral consciousness.
As a result, we will point out that in the films of representatives of different
author models, in particular, Milos Forman, we can state that cinematographers try to
participate as actively as possible in the life of modern society, not only by reflecting
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the sometimes contradictory processes, but also by actively intervening in them. It is
known that the deeper and more organically the artist penetrates into the spiritual
world of the individual, into the essence of moral problems and conflicts of a certain
epoch, the wider the range of phenomena and the sign of reality he embraces with his
creativity, the more powerful his opportunities for comprehension and effective
intervention in being.

Ivan Kanivets
Variant CRT works after an exit project «Mosaic»
Variable screen works, that is, those that exist in several different completed
variants, have undergone a long evolution. They appeared shortly after the
appearance of cinema, and today, with the emergence of affordable interactivity,
experiencing a period of rapid development. An important feature of this
development was the HBO series “Mosaic” directed by Steven Soderbergh, which
appeared in late 2017.
Most of the responses to the "Mosaic" positively emphasize the new
technology of the narrative. But there are also negative opinions, Inca Kang writes:
"Soderbergh seems to prefer the app version, but making my way through Mosaic, I
found myself increasingly wishing for a more passive watching experience. […] I
started resenting what I wanted and missing what I needed. And what I need, it turns
out, are better execution of an ambitious idea, plus the kind of masterful
craftsmanship that makes serialized storytelling an addiction instead of a slog."
The app actually gives the viewer the opportunity to choose the protagonist.
Although this approach is not explicitly mentioned in the classification according to
the manual "Variable cinema: Directing of screen works with changeable storyline",
but it is a variant of variability with a change in the point of view and meets all the
criteria of this type. Choosing a protagonist, the spectator chooses a conflict. And the
variation in this case is the creation of several dramatic conflicts in one plot
environment. The quality of this variational drama can only be determined by
analyzing all the options for passing the story, but unfortunately, the Mosaic project
app only available within the USA.

